SUCCESS STORY

Sun Cruz Casinos

Gaming Protection…Miles Out to Sea
Sun Cruz Casino
Sun Cruz offers its customers all the facilities and services
they could need to make their cruise experience a dream
journey. Each of the Sun Cruz vessels is a well equipped
casino with several hundreds of slot machines, major table
games - such as, Blackjack, Craps, Baccarat and Roulette,
as well as restaurants and live entertainment.
With thousands of passengers coming on-board on a weekly
basis, security and safety is a key issue and needless to say,
a high end security solution was required.

The challenge
Vigilant were set the challenge of designing a video recording and analysis solution that would, on a floating casino, ensure
personal security and also maintain the integrity of major gaming tables. Sun Cruz Casinos, which operates a number of casino cruise
vessels off the Florida coast, subsequently commissioned Vigilant to work with the chosen system integrator, IEP Ltd. to provide
and install an intelligent video event analysis system.
According to Mr. Chris Batog, Corporate Security Technician for Sun Cruz Casinos, they were looking for a stable and reliable
enterprise-level digital video recording based solution with live and playback monitoring capabilities via satellite to land. Mr. Chris
Batog added: “The two major factors that helped me decide on Vigilant were reliability and also the amount of advanced
features included in the price”.

Vigilant Solution
Before making the decision to go ahead with the Vigilant solution, Sun Cruz carried out evaluations of alternative systems from
a major Japanese manufacturer as well as from local DVR manufacturers. The Vigilant solution - including the Vigilant Elite Digital
Video Recorder and Vigilant ViewStation, was seen to be an obvious winner.
“The decision making process lasted only a week,” added Mr. Batog, “The major benefits we have found in the Vigilant
solution are reliability and the ability to function smoothly without any delay or technical hitches.”

About Vigilant
Vigilant Technology, a BATM Company, is a global leading provider of intelligent IP surveillance and security solutions. The company
offers a turn key solution including video servers, DVR/NVRs, intelligent real-time video content analysis and sophisticated, proactive
control center solutions. Vigilant has a worldwide customer base and is globally supporting tens of thousands of cameras in airports,
governmental sites, financial institutions, correctional facilities, casinos, city centers, and more.
Visit www.VGLNT.co.uk for more information.
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